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Abstract
We report photon stimulated desorption (PSD) of neutral and ionic molecules and atoms from
CO chemisorbed on Ru(001) and Cu(l 11), and from N2 chemisorbed on Ru(001). Comparing
branching ratios and spectral features for the Ols and Nls regions, we demonstrate that
desorbing neutrals and ions are supplementary probes for the entire region of one- and multielectron excitations, bearing valuable information on the transfer of energy and charge. For
the primary

[N1S]TC* excitation

of N2/Ru(001) we find excitation site-dependent branching into

desorption of N20, N° and N*. PSD of neutral N atoms predominates for excitations of the N
atom close to the surface, whereas mainly neutral N2 molecules and N + ions are ejected for
excitations of the outer N atom. We analyze the mechanisms of selective bond breaking on the
basis of previously obtained atom-selective decay electron spectra. At the Ru3p substrate
thresholds we find significant enhancements of the N + and N 2+ yields from N2/Ru(001), and
discuss the electronic nature of the underlying energy transfer mechanism.
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Introduction
Bond breaking by selective excitations of core electrons is an interesting field of DIET for
several reasons:
1. Core orbitals are well localized, at least in heteronuclear molecules, allowing allocation of
the primary excitations to distinct atoms of the substrate-adsorbate complex. With narrowband light sources even particular vibronic states can be selectively excited.
2. Core excitations very effectively drive dissociation and desorption. In most cases the
decaying core holes give rise to doubly or even multiply (by cascades) excited valence
states which are well localized and, if holes in bonding valence states are encountered,
strongly antibonding. This antibonding nature of the excited states may even be enhanced
for adsorbed species by charge transfer of screening electrons from the substrate into empty
antibonding orbitals of the adsorbate III.
3. Upon decay, Auger or autoionization electrons are emitted as clear signatures of the decay
route. They are useful pointers at subsequent electronically excited valence states.
Correlating reaction products and decay electrons in coincidence experiments has
developed into a commonly used tool for the investigation of core-induced
photodissociation for isolated molecules. On surfaces, the strong background signal is a
severe obstacle, and such experiments are much more difficult than in the gas phase.
Nevertheless, impressive progress has been made, particularly for insulators, where DIET
of ions prevails (see below) 111. Present coincidence techniques for the surface 131 are still
limited in resolution by intensity reasons, for the electron energy as well as for the
excitation bandwidth. Improved experimental performance with narrow-band excitation
giving access to interference effects 141 will be a promising field in the future.
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4. The sequence of core-excited and valence-excited states and the limited and well known
lifetimes of the core holes give access to interesting details of the reaction dynamics, in
particular if strongly antibonding core-excited states are selected as, e.g., the energetically
lowest excitations of the halogen, or chalcogene hydrides, and multi-electron excitations of
other molecules. Electron spectroscopy and calculations provide clear evidence that bond
breaking can occur before core decay, identifying the core-excited state as an important
source of kinetic energy 14-91.
5. Finally, the possibility to allocate the excitations to distinct atoms enables the study of
resonant energy transfer processes. The interatomic Auger decay of the Knotek-Feibelman
mechanism is a well known example /10/. Longer range interactions as observed in
photoemission and explained as Multi Atom Resonant Photoemission (MARPE) /11/ can
be expected in DIET as well.

To experimentally study these topics in detail, analytical tools are required in particular for the
reaction products. For isolated molecules and DIET from insulator surfaces, neutralisation by
substrate-adsorbate charge transfer is missing or weak, and ionic reaction products prevail 71/.
For DIET from ehemisorbed or physisorbed layers on metals the situation is completely
different. In most cases, ions predominate only for exotic primary multi-electron states with
very low excitations cross sections. For one-hole and even for many two-hole states the DIET
products, molecules or fragments, are emitted as neutrals (see below). As these excitation
channels clearly constitute the majority and are most important for any kind of technical
application, means for the detection of neutral particles are urgently needed. State selective
optical methods (REMPI or LIF /12/), and state integrating methods based on mass

spectrometers compete, the latter utilizing post-ionization either by electron impact or nonresonant multi photon ionization. In combination with monochromatized synchrotron
radiation, all laser-based optical methods suffer from the misfit of the repetition rates of the
storage rings on the one hand (typically more than one MHz), and of the lasers on the other
(less than 1 kHz), which wastes useful signal. Moreover, particularly molecules commonly
desorb in many quantum states /13/ which makes yield measurements with resonant
techniques very time consuming. We have neglected therefore in a first approach the
distributions of internal energies, and have chosen a mass spectrometer device with electron
impact ionization for the detection of neutral particles. The most severe disadvantage of this
method is the strong coupling of fragment and parent signals by cracking inside the ionizer. It
can be mastered by careful calibration of the instrument with well-known sources, and by
operating the ionizer with different electron fluxes and electron energies which strongly affect
the cracking behavior. First results for CO/Ru(001) have been reported at DIET-7 HAL Since
then, considerable progress has been made in sensitivity which now allows us to detect even
"difficult" particles such as neutral hydrogen atoms /15/, and makes measurements under high
resolution conditions possible (see below). By pulsed operation of the ionizer and recording of
the TOF distribution behind the mass filter, kinetic energies of fragments and molecules are
now measurable and can be compared with kinetic energies of the respective ions 1161.
Electron and ion TOF techniques are also used for the determination of ionization edges /III,
and for investigations of kinetic energy distributions of emitted ions /161. Because of the
limited space available here, all experimental details are presented in other contributions to
this conference /15,16/. Instead, a survey is given in the next chapter on the importance of
DIET of neutrals by core excitation comparing ion and neutral yields obtained from CO

chemisorbed on Ru(OOl) and Cu(l 11), and from N 2 on Ru(OOl). We then inspect DIET by nresonant excitation of N2/Ru(001) more closely, particularly concentrating on the importance
of the intramolecular excitation site. Finally we focus on fragment desorption by core hole
excitations of the substrate and discuss possible scenarios of the energy transfer.

DIET by core-excitations from chemisorbates: A comparison of ion and neutral yields.
In Figs. 1-4, the partial electron yields (PY), and the ion and neutral particle yields from
a) CO/Ru(001), b) CO/Cu(l 11) and c) N2/Ru(001) stimulated by Ols and Nls excitations are
displayed. To ease comparison, all excitation energies are referred to the energy position of
the 7t-resonance. For all systems the molecules are adsorbed in upright positions in well
ordered layers. We only show spectra for Axy-light with the E-vector perpendicular to the
molecular axis, because more resonant structures appear for this polarization than for Az (a
more complete discussion of these measurements will be given in forthcoming papers
/18,19/). Systems a) and c) were prepared directly on the (001) plane of the Ru substrate, and
b) on a (111) oriented Cu layer epitaxially grown on the Ru substrate. (V3xV3)-layers were
prepared by dosing CO or N 2 in excess, and controlled thermal desorption and annealing. We
have selected these systems because they span a wide range of substrate-adsorbate bond
strength, although their electronic states are very similar. CO and N2 are isoelectronic
molecules, mainly characterized by their different symmetry, and the electronic nature of the
surface adsorbate bond varies only gradually 120,301. CO/Ru(001) is rather strongly bound and
desorption is completed only around 640K /21/, whereas N 2 is weakly bound (complete
desorption by 120 K), requiring sample temperatures below 85K for irreversible adsorption

1221. The chemisorptive bond of CO/Cu is stronger than for N2/R.U, but much weaker than for
CO/Ru.

The data reveal a rather clear trend. We first focus on CO for which stimulated desorption of
ions is well known from previous experiments 1231. For both Ru and Cu, photoabsorption
monitored by the partial electron yield is dominated by the [Ols]2n;-resonance (Fig.l). The
[O1S]6G

shape resonance is invisible for Axy-light. At its position we find a small peak that in

previous PSD experiments has been assigned to a 2h2e state with mainly

[O\S\%\2T?

contribution 1231. This assignment has been corroborated by calculations I2AI as well as by
polarization resolved photoabsorption measurements in the gas phase 1251. An additional
resonance appears in the ion signals, particularly for the fragments O + and C+, at 36 eV above
theTC-resonance.It has been assigned to a 3h3e state withTC-symmetry,probably [Olsl7i2]27t3
/23/. In the PY signal this structure is absent because of its small excitation cross section. At
this resonance the yield of fragment ions increases dramatically for Ru and Cu (Fig. 1). In the
CO+ signal it is weakly visible. By comparing CO+ and O + yields on an absolute scale, we find
that molecular ions are always an extremely rare species. At the 7t-resonance (i.e. at the
energetic position where the excitation cross section is largest by far) the two signals are of
similar size, whereas O + exceeds that value by far at higher resonances where the primary
excitation cross sections are certainly lower by orders of magnitude.

Comparing now the relative shapes particularly of the fragment signals for Ru and Cu, we find
the multi-electron excitations less strongly pronounced for the more weakly bound CO/Cu.
Obviously, less repulsive primary and secondary states (after core-hole decay) and less

positive charge on the CO is needed for ionic desorption from Cu. This is best seen for DIET
of C+, which for Cu occurs even for 7t-resonant excitation, whereas for Ru the signal is
negligible below the 3h3e state 1231. The less perfect screening on Cu due to the lower
electron density at the Fermi edge enables DIET of C fragments as ions, which for Ru only
desorb as neutrals, the spectral yield features of which we discuss next (Fig.2).

From CO/Ru and CO/Cu, we find PSD of CO0, O° and C° (not shown). At the 7C-resonance the
CO 0 signal is larger than the 0° signal by a factor of 3.5 for Ru, and 2.8 for Cu. The spectral
shapes of the signals resemble that of the PY, the 7i-resonance being the largest feature,
although the 2h2e state is more pronounced compared to the PY HAL Its relative enhancement
is small for the CO0 signals and larger for the O° fragments. Comparing Ru and Cu, we find a
similar trend as for the ions. The enhancement is smaller for Cu than for Ru. This is due to the
stronger bond and the stronger coupling for the transition metal Ru which more efficiently
quenches bond breaking compared to the noble metal Cu. For Ru as well as for Cu, the 3h3e
state does not appear in DIET of neutrals.

We emphasize that by measuring neutrals we do not monitor "minority" channels, neither in
primary excitations nor in reaction products, as we do in the case of ion PSD. First of all, the
sensitivity of our equipment is by far not sufficient to compete with the detection of ions.
Secondly, we find examples like DIET from CO/Cu where the spectral shape of the yield is
very close to the primary excitation rate and more repulsive states are not significantly
enhanced, which clearly means that the escape probability of neutrals even for lhle
excitations cannot deviate by orders of magnitudes from one as it does for ions. We further

know that we monitor true PSD and not X-ray induced electron stimulated desorption (XESD)
because the kinetic energy distributions at least of the O-atoms are different for the region
below the Ols edge, for the 7i-resonance, and for the 2h2e state /16/.

Weakly chemisorbed N2/Ru(001) is our next example, and we analyse PSD of N° and N20 first
(Fig.3). As for CO, we find PSD and PY closely related, however not in every detail. The 71resonance is the largest feature and structures beyond 20 eV which predominate the ion
signals (see below) are absent. Above the rc-resonance two maxima appear in the N° yield (and
less strongly pronounced in the N20 signal) at 10 and 15 eV, which clearly can be assigned to
2h2e-valence excitations. Calculations of Arneberg et al. for the isolated N20 molecule have
predicted a variety of 2h2e states around and slightly above the Nls"1 threshold, from 9.5 to
11.9 eV above the 7t-resonance, at 14 eV, around 17 eV and from 19 to 23 eV /26/. The 14 eV
structure has clearly been resolved in polarization integrated 1211 as well as polarization
resolved photoabsorption /28/. It has 71-symmetry /28/ and exhibits two vibrational
progressions separated by about 1 eV with small, but different vibrational quanta 1211. The
contribution with the lower energy has tentatively been assigned to the [Nls3<Ju]l7t;g3scF state,
and that at higher energy to the [NlslTCu] l7Ug3p7t transition 1211, in agreement with Arneberg's
calculations ([Nlsl7tu]l7tg27tu /26/). PSD is expected to project out the most dissociative
component. The small, but clearly resolved blue-shift of this peak in the N°-PSD signals with
respect to the PY (and the N20 signal!) could at least partly be due to the higher fragmentation
yield obtained for the [Nlsl7Cu]liCg3p7t component of the excitation (see however below).

The electronic nature of the maximum at 10 eV has been revealed only recently. Studying
anisotropy parameters, Lee et al. found that the assignments made by Chen et al. on the basis
of the equivalent core approximation were at least partially incorrect because of an excess of
7i-state density in this region, and they reassigned some of these transitions, however not
questioning the Rydberg character of these states 1291. By carefully analyzing decay electron
spectra Neeb et al. demonstrated that from excitations in this range some percent of the total
decay intensity appear in atomic lines, and concluded that the additional 7t-intensity is not due
to Rydberg transitions, but to dissociative 2h2e states as already predicted by Arneberg's
calculations /8,26/. Our PSD data are in perfect agreement with these results. The main
contribution is the [Nlsl7tu]l7tg2 configuration, i.e. that one which for CO is seen at 15 eV.
We emphasize that we certainly do not see only the few percent of decay events that in decay
spectroscopy had been identified as ultrafast. The maximum at 15 eV which belongs to a nondissociative primary state because it exhibits vibrational structure in the gas phase 1211
appears with comparable intensity. Valence excited post-decay states which, due to their
double holes, may be repulsive and are well localized, will contribute most, but a strongly
repulsive primary excited state will certainly contribute kinetic energy, although only a small
fraction of the core holes will survive dissociation. We find that the energy positions of these
multi-electron excitations with valence character are not strongly shifted with respect to the nresonance upon chemisorption, because very similar AE values are obtained for the isolated
molecule, and for weakly as well as more strongly chemisorbed particles. We further note that
the valence character of these excitations around AE = 10 eV is clearly revealed from their
persistence in the photoabsorption signal upon chemisorption, which red-shifts the Nls
threshold by a few eV, and would quench any states with true Rydberg character in this energy

range. (The [Nlsl7iu]l7tg3p7t state is certainly not a real Rydberg state because of its double
hole charge.)
In this context particularly the N°-spectrum reveals some surprising details. We will show
below that PSD of neutral N atoms dominates for excitations of the inner N atom that is close
to the surface. Two interesting details of this spectrum are the well-resolved step at the Fermi
edge to the left of the leading edge of the 7t-resonance, which is in perfect agreement with data
on decay spectroscopy /30/, and the rather large desorption signal between the K-resonance
and the onset of the multi-electron states around 10 eV. In the N20 signal (which mainly is
emitted for excitations of the outer N atom, see below) the intensity is zero in this energy
range. This is surprising, because threshold electron spectroscopy with the method of ref.17
yields vanishing intensity of one-hole states for the inner N atom from the threshold up to
several eV above. The comparatively large photoabsorption cross section deduced from PSD
of N atoms in this energy range must mainly be due to excitations of satellite states. Because
of lacking molecular electronic levels close to the 7t-resonance, these states must be metal
derived, and strong transitions obviously exist only for the inner N atom in agreement with the
selective appearance of the Fermi step. Because near threshold the photoelectron yield is very
similar for the inner N atom of chemisorbed N2 and the C atom of chemisorbed CO on the one
hand, and for the outer N atom and the O atom on the other, we predict the existence of
similar transitions for Cls excitations of adsorbed CO. Their interaction with lh states
possibly could explain the efficient vibrational relaxation that has been seen in XPS for Cls
but not for Ols ionization 1311.

The N+ and N2+ signals from N2/Ru(001) behave dramatically different from the PY or the
PSD of neutrals (Fig.4). Desorption of N2+ is extremely weak, and completely absent at the TCresonance. The n:-resonance and the two 2h2e states are strongly depleted in N+ and become
visible only after considerable magnification of the data in this region (Fig.4). No N2+
emission occurs in this range. A strong increase of N + and N 2+ PSD sets in around 20 eV with
broad maxima around 26 and 38 eV, and steps at absolute photon energies of 460 and 481 eV.
The latter two steps are due to excitations of the Ru 3p levels, the coupling of which to the
adsorbed N2 will be discussed in the last chapter. By comparing the N2 and the CO data, we
explain the strong increase around 20 eV as the onset of 3h-state formation, either of shake-up
(maxima) or of shake-off nature (increasing background). No calculations exist as yet. Our
assignment would mean that the threshold for 3h configurations is lower in N2 than in CO.
We believe this to be reasonable, because also 2h2e configurations appear at considerable
lower energy as for CO and because mixing of configurations is more important for N2 than
CO.

Corroborating similar conclusions of previous studies, we stress again that PSD of ions due to
its selectivity is a perfect spectroscopic tool for the investigation of very rare electronic
excitations in adsorbed and condensed species. However, if majority channels are of interest,
as in all technically oriented investigations of degradation and desorption by irradiation,
neutrals are the favorite species to be monitored. This has been shown for valence excitations
long ago by MGR /32/ and it is obviously also true for DIET by core electron excitation. To
demonstrate the potential of our method, we focus on DIET from N2/Ru(001) by ^-resonant

excitations. Tiny deviations of the shape of the rc-resonance are clearly visible for the different
species in Fig.3. Switching to high energy resolution, we will study these differences next.
Excitation site-dependent bond breaking
Fig.5 displays PY, N+-PSD, N°-PSD and N2°-PSD traces obtained from N2/Ru(001) around
the 7t-resonance by excitation with a photon bandwidth of about 150 meV. The individual
traces are obviously composed of two components in varying mixtures that are separated by
0.7 eV in energy. For N2/Ni(100), similar bimodal photoabsorption distribution curves have
been obtained and explained by different resonance energies for the outer (oriented towards
the vacuum) and the inner (close to the substrate) N atoms, i.e., the degeneracy of the two
[N1S]TC* states

is lifted by the symmetry breaking introduced by chemisorption 1331. Our PY

curves corroborate data previously obtained for N2/Ru(001) from decay electron spectroscopy
/30/. Excitations of the different N atoms yield different decay spectra, and by their careful
analysis the spectral shapes of the two components contributing to the 7C-resonance peak could
be extracted for Ru /30/ as well as for Ni /33/. The contribution with the higher excitation
energy belongs to the inner N-atoms /30,33/.(We note that even with better photon energy
resolution vibrational fine structure remains absent for N2/RU, in agreement with results for Ni
/33/, and as expected for chemisorbed species.)

Our measurements show that not only the photoabsorption exhibits bimodal behavior, but
also the PSD signals, and that the contributions of excitations located at the outer/inner N
atom are differently weighted for the different reaction products. Even a coarse analysis of the
data shows that excitations of the outer N atom contribute mainly to the N20 and N+ signals
(recall that the latter particles are an extreme minority species at the rc-resonance, see above),

whereas N atoms desorb predominantly by excitations of the inner N atom. For a quantitative
analysis, we use Keller's deconvolution of the PY signal into the contributions of the inner and
outer excitations on the basis of atom-selective decay electron spectra /30/, which after an 5%
adjustment of the relative amplitudes accounting for the different angular acceptances in the
two experiments perfectly reproduces our PY data, see Fig.5, and fit our PSD curves by linear
combinations of the two components. We obtain best fit results for main contributions of: 78
± 2% outer component for N+-PSD, 77±3% outer component for N2°-PSD, and 65±4 inner
component for N°-PSD (to account for the increasing N° signal due to transitions into metal
derived states, a small background signal linearly increasing with photon energy has been
added here). We arrive at these numbers by taking the experimentally obtained ratio of the
two components. If we normalize their amplitudes, i.e. divide by their different excitation
cross sections in order to obtain results on a "per photon" scale, the above numbers change to
84%, 83% and 56%, respectively. In summary, we find that photodesorption of atomic ions
and neutral molecules is mainly due to excitations of the outer N-atom, whereas fragmentation
is enhanced if the inner N-atom is Tt-resonantly excited.

We explain these excitation site-selective branching ratios on the basis of recent decay
electron spectroscopy data /30/, and the electronic nature of the chemisorptive bond of N2 that
has been derived from X-ray emission data. In ref.20 it was shown by atom-selective
experimental and theoretical results that the chemisorptive bond of nitrogen can be described
by an allylic configuration comprising the two N as well as the nearest metal atom, resulting
in a system of three rc-orbitals. That with the largest electron binding energy is bonding with
respect to all three atoms. It is mainly derived from the

ITVMO

of the isolated N2, with small,

but significant contributions from metal d-states. The second 7i-orbital is essentially nonbonding with mainly metal character. The highest 7t-orbital is antibonding for the adsorbate
and the intramolecular bond. It is derived from the it -MO of the molecule, with contributions
from metal d and p states. For N2/Ni(100) it was found to be unoccupied and is expected to be
here as well; it plays a role as screening orbital upon core hole creation. The cr-orbitals are
polarized in a way that minimizes repulsion with metal sp states /20/. Contributions of
ultrafast bondbreaking to our PSD signals can be excluded, for the decay of the intramolecular
as well as for the N2-metal bond, because i) the ic-resonance is a bound molecular state, and ii)
the difference in potential energy for Ru-NN* and for Ru-N*N is of the order of the
chemisorption energy of Ru-NO (the equivalent core analogue to Ru-NN*) which is not more
than 1.6 eV /34/. Considering the large mass of NO, possible potential gradients are too small
to cause bond breaking during the Nls lifetime. The final states after the core decay, however,
are very different for outer or inner Nls excitations. Inner Nls holes mainly decay into final
states with

[ITC2]

and [I7t4a] double holes (we use the Co=v nomenclature of the molecular

orbitals, stressing the lack of homonuclear symmetry), whereas [5a 2 ], [4a 2 ] and

[4O2TC]

hole

configurations dominate for outer excitations /30/. We further note that we have to consider
full relaxation of the final states after core decay for the time scale of PSD, i.e., 2h2e states,
with the topmost 7t-orbital as screening orbital. The lTi-orbital is strongly bonding with respect
to the molecular bond, and a double hole efficiently dissociates the nitrogen molecule, in
particular if the additional charge transferred into the energetically highest, overall
antibonding 7C-orbital is taken into account. This explains the large N atom signal for selective
excitation of the inner N atom, whereas most decay states of outer excitations leave the
intramolecular bond intact (we neglect the tiny N^signal, which clearly is a minority species

which cannot easily be traced back to the majority channels of the decay spectrum). The
intramolecular bond is weakened less by 4a and 5a holes, which predominate the decay states
of outer excitations, than by l7C-holes which prevails for inner excitations. For the substrateadsorbate bond these a-orbitals are mainly repulsive and their ionization should not weaken
the bond at all. The strength of the metal-adsorbate bond is however decreased by the transfer
of screening charge into the antibonding, topmost 7t-orbital, and probably also by an increase
of the l7t-binding energy due to the positive charge in the a-states. Such a blue-shift of the
binding energy of the all-bonding 7t-orbital depletes its coupling with metal states and
weakens the adsorbate bond. Although the occupation of the antibonding nf-orbital by
screening electrons is likely to be similar for double lTC-holes on the one hand and double aholes on the other, we find less fragmentation events because the intramolecular bond is
weakened more for the In double hole than for the 4 a and 5a double holes. (We note that our
analysis is not complete because, e.g., all final states containing holes in inner valence levels
(3a) have not been not included because of lacking decay electron data. The existence of these
minority channels explains why the decompositions of our PSD-spectra are not "pure", but
only show strong enhancements according to the main decay channels that dominate for the
individual PSD species).

Core hole excitation-induced energy transfer studied by DIET
We finally come back to PSD of ions which historically contributed most to our field of
science. A very exciting detail is DIET by electronic excitations in the substrate. In the low
energy range hot electrons proved to be a an effective stimulant for DIET /35/. For the high
energy range Knotek and Feibelman proposed that energy could be transferred by interatomic

hole decay from the substrate to the adsorbate bond /10/. Although Feibelman's idea to make
DIET a versatile tool for the investigation of surfaces did not come true (i.e, in particular to
overcome the minority problem encountered in DIET of ions, see above), the model
stimulated the field of DIET for many years. During the last year, a mechanism labeled
MARPE (multiple atom resonant photemission /11/) attracted considerable interest in
photoelectron spectroscopy. It describes the transfer of excitation from a host medium to
embedded or adsorbed atoms. Whereas similar processes are well known for valence
excitations /38/, they were new and rather unexpected for core-excited states /11/.

In Fig.4 it was shown that the N+ and N2+-PSD signals from N2/Ru(001) increase at the
Ru3p3/2,i/2 substrate thresholds. In Fig.6 both signals are compared with the PY. The PY and
the PSD data have been obtained simultaneously. The onsets of the ion signals are blueshifted by about 1 eV with respect to the PY which monitors the photoabsorption. We believe
that the existence of this shift clearly rules out that the ion signals are due to XESD. True
XESD signals like N 2 + from non-perpendicularly bound N2/Ru(001) or CO+ from CO/Cu(l 11)
perfectly mimic the spectral shape of the PY. Moreover, Ru 3p holes mainly decay by Coster
Kronig transitions into Ru 3d holes which limits the decay electron energies to about 270 eV.
For electron energies below 420 eV, however, the N^-ESD cross section is very small /37/.
R u 3 p W transitions that would yield higher electron energies are extremely rare, and even
those electrons would not strongly contribute to the N* yield, because the ESD cross section
reaches its maximum not below 800 eV /37/. Because desorption cannot be due to ESD, the
excitation must be transferred directly from the Ru surface atoms to the nitrogen molecule,
and the observed blue-shift must be a result of this energy transfer. We stress that the

excitation of the N2 molecule that is brought about by that energy transfer most probably is a
mw/ft-electron core-excited state, because one-electron core excited states yield vanishing N+
and N2+ intensity, as do mw/ft-electron valence states which would show up in the prethreshold signal (see Fig.4). We believe that the enhancement of the ion signals is due to a
direct coupling of the Ru3p threshold resonances, and the Nls multiple shake-off continuum
that dominates the ion signal (see Fig.4). The mechanism is very similar to MARPE, apart
from the fact that not photoelectrons but desorbing ions are detected.

The exact nature of the blue-shift remains unclear, however. A value of 1 eV is probably too
large for a surface core level shift. Reported core level shifts for Ru 3d levels are in the range
of 0.3 eV, apart from oxygen, which causes larger shifts /38/. Particularly the shift induced by
molecular adsorption (CO) is small /38/. Larger shifts can only be expected if the
chemisorptive energy on the Z+l substrate is very different, which for molecular
chemisorption only occurs for those transition metals that neighbor noble metals like Pd 1391,
but not for Ru. Although surface core level shifts have never been measured for the (spatially
more extented) 3p levels of the second row of transition metals, we believe them to differ not
too much from the results for the 3d state, because even the differences for Is compared with
3d are below 0.1 eV /40/. We obviously need a different explanation. Future theoretical
investigations are necessary to clarify the origin of this large blue-shift between substrate
photoabsorption and N+-PSD, in particular of a possible influence of the coupling parameters
on the line profiles. For ion PSD from CO/Ru(001) a similar enhancement does not exist at
the Ru3p thresholds because PSD-efficient multi-electron states are absent for CO in this
energy range.

Conclusions
In summary, we have shown that PSD of neutrals and of ions by core electron excitations are
very useful supplementary tools for the investigation of DIET from chemisorbates on metals.
Neutrals are the majority species which are of practical importance in technical applications
like electron microscopy or any kind of electron beam-based technique, e.g. in semiconductor
processing, and ions are ideal probes for highly excited electronic states. Monitored in
combination, plentiful information on electronic and nuclear dynamics is obtained. Mass
spectrometric detectors are now sensitive enough for studies under high photon energy
resolution conditions, at least for systems with not too low cross section. It will be a
challenging goal for the future to further improve their performance in order to be able to
detect electrons and desorbing neutral particle in coincidence. Such an experiment would
yield maximum information on DIET from adsorbates on metal surfaces.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1: PSD of ionic species from CO/Cu( 111) and CO/Ru(001), compared with the partial
electron yield (PY, from CO/Ru(001)) for OIs excitation. Photon energies are
referenced vs. the 71-resonance (add 532.6 eV for absolute values).

Fig.2: PY and PSD of neutral species from CO/Cu(l 11) and CO/Ru(001) for Ols excitation.
Photon energies are referenced vs. the Tt-resonance (add 532.6 eV for absolute values).

Fig.3: PY and PSD of neutral species from N2/Ru(001) for Nls excitation. For PSD of
neutral particles, the pre-threshold signal levels are indicated by short horizontal lines.
Photon energies are referenced vs. the 7t-resonance (add 399.5 eV for absolute values).

Fig.4: PSD of singly and doubly charged N-ions from N2/Ru(001) by Nls-excitation.

Fig.5: PY and PSD of N*, N° and N2° from N2/Ru(001) obtained under high photon energy
resolution conditions. Varying contributions from Nls excitations of the outer
(maximum at 399.1 eV) and the inner (399.8 eV) N atom are obtained for the different
signals. PY and PSD signals are displayed as scatter symbols, and the results of the fits
based on the analysis of PY data from ref.34 are shown as straight lines.

Fig.6: PY, N* and N 2+ signals from N2/Ru(001) for Ru3p3/2 excitation. The ion-signals are
clearly blue-shifted with respect to the PY. Similar results have been obtained for the
Ru3pi/2 region (not shown).
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